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Scaffolding alert! As Torino, Italy races to finish
sprucing up the city for this month’s 2006 
Winter Olympics, this typically calm, organized
city feels a bit chaotic. Not to worry. Torino’s
first subway line will be completed before the
games, making it easier to get around. From
Roman encampment to Savoy campground,
Torino is often considered Italy’s culinary capi-
tal. Indeed, in this historical hub, chocolate,
coffee and food are all high art
that can overwhelm the senses.

Want tradition? The venera-
ble Ristorante del Cambio

(Piazza Carignano 2; Tel: 011-
546690), which is close to the
Piazza Castello, is the place for
VIPs and politicians to exchange
glances and glasses. The former
palazzo was built in 1650 and
has a fantastic cantina, tended 
by sommelier Enzo di Lauro.
Upstairs, chef Giuseppe Fonsdi-
turi makes exquisite agnolotti
alla piemontese (ravioli with
mixed meats topped with a gar-
lic, rosemary and butter sauce).
The antique interior is rich in
sashes, silks and chandeliers.

Just around the corner, repre-
senting the more daring side of
Torino gastronomy, is Arcadia

(Galleria Subalpina; Tel: 011-
5613898). In the former stables
of the Royal Palace, you’ll find
typical Piemontese dishes and
pastas. But the twist is a full-
blown sushi bar (Torino’s first) headed by
Japanese chef Sittishok. Afterward, walk Via Po
toward the Po River and stop at Caffè Elena

(Piazza Vittorio Veneto 5; Tel: 011-8123341). It
is known for its cantina and cocktails, and as
one of the best evening hangouts in town.

There are two kinds of places to drink wine
in Torino: traditional vineria and trendy wine
bars. For the latter, crowds flock to the area
known as the quadrilatero romano, the Roman
quarters of Torino. It’s Torino’s trendiest place
to cavort. Wine bar Tre Galli (Via S. Agostino,
25; Tel: 011-5216027) leads the pack with a

smart wine list and an international cocktail
selection. Pastis (Tel: 011-5211085) is a block
away on Piazza Emanuele Filberto, and has
sophisticated eats, low prices and local wines.
Romantic Il Bacaro (Via Maria Adelaide 3, 
Tel: 011-4369064), has the best Veneto wines.

Torino is the birthplace of chocolate making,
and many chocolate lovers think its confections
win any chocolate contest, hands down. Put

cocoa and hazelnuts together and you get
Torino’s beloved giandujotti. There are hun-
dreds of chocolatiers in the city; one of the 
oldest and finest is Peyrano (Corso Vittorio
Emanuele II, 76; Tel: 011-538765).

Coffee is big in Torino, too, and the Torinese
like any excuse to bring chocolate and coffee
together. Perhaps the most famous marriage is
a specialty locals call bicerin: a jolt of coffee,
whipped cream and chocolate. You can get it 
at any one of a hundred cafés, but the best is 
at Al Bicerin (Piazza della Consolata, 5; Tel:
011-4369325). In business since 1763, the

chocolate is
handmade for
each bicerin.

Torino has an abun-
dance of places to stay, from
classic to very modern. A hop from the Porta
Susa train station is City Hotel (Via Filippo
Juvarra 25; Tel: 011-540546). An avant-garde,
4-star spot, it’s an easy walk to the beginning 

of car-free Via Garibaldi. There
are seven “superior” rooms;
each one is a split-level with
stairs to a bedroom loft. (Two of
them are dedicated to Torino’s
two soccer teams—very cool.)
Off Garibaldi is the laid-back
Dogana Vecchia (Via Corte
d’Appello 4; Tel: 011-4366752),
whose rooms are very homey. It
is said that Mozart once slept
there. The oh-so-refined Turin

Palace Hotel (Via Sacchi, 8; Tel:
011-5625511) is a stone’s throw
from the Porta Nuova train sta-
tion. Built in 1872, it has period
furnishings, Old World service
and modern details.

More adventurous visitors
can drive out to the hills east 
of Torino and stay in the lap of
luxury, at 17th-century Villa

Sassi (Strada Traforo del Pino
47; Tel: 011-8980556). On a
clear day you can see the city
below, but who’s looking out-
side when you’re staying in such

elegant digs? Those looking for modern luxury
shouldn’t miss Le Meridien Lingotto (Via Nizza,
262; Tel: 011-6642000), a 10-minute drive
south of the city center. Lingotto is the former
home of the Fiat factory, and is now home of
the Slow Food movement. All rooms are sim-
ply modern and fabulous. And yes, cara, you
may jog around the Fiat test-track on the top
floor of the hotel’s building.

Note: Torino’s local code is 011, the same 
as the international code. If you call from the
U.S., you’ll be dialing 011 twice (011-39-011+
phone number). —ANGELA FRUCCI

Winter Olympics enthusiasts: Warm up with coffee and chocolate.

Top circle: Tre Galli, which is tucked in Torino’s Roman quarters, offers a superb wine
list. Above left to right: the very art nouveau Caffè Mulassano (Piazza Castello, 15;
Tel: 011-547990), is filled with mirrors, mahogany and marble; elegant offerings of
Gianduja, the beloved chocolate of Torino, are made by the Peyrano family; the lobby
of the Turin Palace Hotel.
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